. PNs have been extended to capture many important aspects of largescale systems, including attributes, timing relationships, and stochastic events (Moore and Lynch 1990 , Moore et al. 1986 , Murata 1989 , Peterson 1981 .
The greatest appeal of PNs is their conceptual simplicity, PNs consist of four primitive elements (tokens, places, transitions, and arcs) and the rules that govern their operation (Figure 1 ). PNs are based on a vision of tokens moving around a network. Tokens appear as dots and represent the objects or entities in a system. Places are shown as circles and represent the locations where objects await processing. Location can be either a physical location (e.g., the queue where a message waita to be processed) or a state (e.g., an idle resource).
Transitions appear as rectangles and represent processes or events (e.g., processing a message or machining a part). Finally, arcs represent the paths of objects through the system.
Arcs connect places to transitions and transitions to places; the direction of the path is indicated by an arrowhead at the end of the arc, "ol - i.e., the conditions under which processes or events can occur. Three roles govera transition fting:
1. When all upstream places are occupied by at least one token, the transition is enabled.
2.
Once enabled, the transition fires.
3. When a transition fires, exactly one token is removed from each upstream place and exactly one token is placed in each downstream place, cases where more than one transition is enabled by the same token or set of tokens. There are three types of decision rules: priority, probability, and constructed.
The priority decision rule (shown in Figure 3) states that, if all other firing rules are met, the token will leave by the path with the highest priority, The probability decision rule states that if all other firing rules are met, the token will select a path based on assigned probabilities. The constructed decision rule allows the user to specify the conditions under which the token will select a particular path, given that the fting rules are met. Attributes on tokens are used to specify a set of characteristics associated with a token (e.g., size, type, priority, identity, etc.). The values of the attributes may be changed at transitions.
They can also be used to determine timing and decision rules. Finally, the vrdues of the attributes can be passed to external algorithms and the results incorporated into the PN model.
There are two other types of arcs, in addition to the standard arc, which provide complex transition logic. The enable arc is depicted as a line with a solid filled circle at the end where the arrowhead normally appears.
The enable arc enables a transition when the upstream place has a token, but does not consume the token (the token remains in the upstream place). The inhibit arc is depicted as a line with a hollow circle at the end where the arrowhead normally appears.
The inhibit arc disables a transition when the upstream place has a token in it (the token is not consumed along the inhibit arc).
Box nodes are used to encapsulate portions of a PN model and to provide a hierarchical modeling capability.
Box nodes are used to group or cluster PN fragments that relate to various subsystems, functions, or organizational unita.
With ALPHA/Sire you can: build and debug your models graphically; build models from the top-down, bottom-up, or both; easily modify model parameters and structure; navigate through the model; monitor results at any point in the simulation run; and save any model component for reuse in other models.
In the remainder of this section we illustrate how to use ALPI-IWSim to implement a simple queueing system serving three types of customers: Type A customers require service 1, Type B require service 2, and Type C require service 1 followed by service 2. A pool of servers can perform both types of service. The input parameters include customer arrival rates (by customer type), service rates (by service type), and the number of servers. Output parameters include queue lengths, server utilization, and customer time in the system.
Drawing the Graphical Model
We begin by drawing the graphical model. Figure 4 shows an ALPI-IA/Sim screen. The screen has a menu bar at the top, an icon palette on the left, and a drawing window with scroll bars. We create the graphical model by using the mouse and icon palette to drop icons in the drawing window and connect them with arcs. Icons are automatically assigned default names (see Figure 4) ; these can be changed to be more meaningful. Figure 5 shows the completed queueing model. is the value of the attribute "type" on the token coming from the place "Initial_Token". The lower left corner of the transition form is used to set specific enabling or inhibit logic (using attributes) or conditions for stopping the simulation.
Specifying the Model Logic via the Forms
We use these forms to associate the token types with places, and specify the initial tokens, the decision (routing) rules, timing rules, and output attribute definitions.
First, we associate token types with places using the Token Id option menu in the Place Forms. At this time, we set three initial tokens in Initial_Token (one for each type of customer), and five initial tokens in Servers. Table 3 lists the token type assignments and initial populations for each place in the model; Table 4 lists the initial values of the attributes for those places with initial token populations. and Figure 7 shows the decision rule for Customer as it appears in the place form. Finally, we set various output attribute definitions to collect information on the servers and on individual customers as they pass through the system. ALPHA/Sire provides three system variables that can be used in expressions; these are $TIME$ (the current simulation time), $COUNT$ (the number of times a specified transition has fired), and $POP$ (the current number of tokens in a place).
Since we are interested in the queueing, service, and system times for the customers, we will make use of the $TIME$ variable. Table 6 lists how we use this variable to collect timing information for the Type A customers. Boxes provide a hierarchical modeling capability.
Show tree allows you to view a model's hierarchy in a tree structure and provides an easy way to navigate through a model. The graphical model and the information contained in the forms can be printed out to a laser printer or sent to a file. 
